
Le marché du tourisme 
en pleine évolution

Nous assistons, depuis quelques années, à un véritable essor du 
tourisme mondial. La dernière décennie a apporté son lot de 
profonds bouleversements, notamment dans les comportements 
et les modes de consommation des voyageurs (Printemps arabe, 
révolution numérique, terrorisme devenu quasiment planétaire, 
spectaculaire montée en puissance des plateformes de location en 
ligne, poursuite du développement du transport aérien low cost, 
développement durable…).

Le voyage, une activité au delà des frontières

Le nombre de visiteurs internationaux a atteint 1,4 milliard en 
2018, un seuil que l’OMT visait seulement pour 2020.  Une avance 
de deux ans sur le calendrier que l’ONU explique par la bonne 
santé de l’économie mondiale, le prix toujours plus abordable des 
billets d’avion et une plus grande facilité pour obtenir un visa. En 
2019, le tourisme mondial atteint des chiffres historiques avec une 
croissance de 4% par rapport à l’année précédente. Toutes les 
régions affichent une augmentation des arrivées internationales, 
le Moyen-Orient bénéficiant de la plus forte croissance et la France 
demeurant la première destination touristique au monde depuis 
plus de vingt ans. 
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en 2019
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The fast-evolving 
tourism industry 

In recent years, we have witnessed a real boom of global tourism. 
The last decade brought its share of significant upheavals, especial-
ly regarding travelers’ behaviors and consumption patterns (Arab 
Spring, digital revolution, terrorism becoming practically 
worldwide, spectacular rise of online rental platforms, continued 
development of low-cost air transport, sustainable development...). 

Travelling, an activity beyond borders 

The number of international visitors reached 1.4 billion in 2018, a 
threshold that the UNWTO was only aiming for in 2020. A 
two-year advance on the schedule that the UN explains by a 
healthy global economy, more affordable airfares and a simplified 
access to visas. In 2019, global tourism reached historic figures with 
a 4% growth over the previous year. All regions are showing an 
increase in international arrivals, with the Middle East enjoying the 
strongest growth and France remaining the world’s top tourist 
destination for more than 20 years.

Global tourism
4% growth in 2019
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The fast-evolving 
tourism industry 

2020: pandemic crisis and new expectations 

The gift card, a strategic asset

Nevertheless, with the 2020 crisis, the revenues generated by 
global tourism dropped by 64%, with over 500 million fewer in-
ternational tourists in Europe. 100 to 120 million direct jobs are 
threatened in the sector. Experts said a return to 2019 levels may 
not be around the corner for another four years. However, a year 
later, departure intentions are higher than ever. Bookings for sum-
mer are facing a 30% increase with restrictions being progressively 
lifted. Brands are adapting to the changing industry trends: e-tou-
rism, sustainable tourism, local destinations, priority to safety and 
hygiene… 

New digital strategies, multiplication of contact points with future 
travelers and improvement of services and customer experience… 
Some players like airline companies, such as Ryanair or Transavia, 
have decided to set up an omnichannel gift card service and 
use it as a tool in their acquisition and loyalty strategies. 

If used properly, gift cards represent a real asset: they enhance the 
customer journey and add value to the brands’ strategies. In this 
booklet, we will see how a brand in the tourism industry can im-
plement this service efficiently and how it can be used to generate 
more revenue. 

Return to the 
2019 level in 4 

years
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Uses of the gift card 
in the tourism industry
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A way to complete the offer 

By adding a new service, the gift card enhances the 
brand’s offer, especially by being a convenient gift for 
consumers. However, it is necessary to develop a precise 
strategy in order to truly offer the brand to customers 
through gift cards.  

Now, more than ever, the gift card can be used to revive 
the businesses that depend on tourism after the health 
crisis: to promote tourist establishments, to offer unique 
experiences to consumers or even to provide immediate 
cashflows, for example. . 

The gift card can be used as a new means of customer
acquisition, especially in order to reach B2B customers 
with a dedicated offer. It can also work as a 
recommendation tool via ambassadors. In other words, 
it is a powerful marketing tool that also becomes a guide, 
turning visitors into customers. 

An after-crisis solution 

Acquiring new customers 

Additional service

Long-term vision 

Promoting brands

Immediate 
cashflows 

Job protection

Business tourism

Encourage trial

Recommendation 
tool



Uses of the gift card 
in the tourism industry
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A strengthened customer experience 

When it comes to relationships, the gift card is a great way 
to build a lasting bond with customers by offering them a 
unique and personalized experience, with a free gift card 
to compensate for a delay, for example. It also makes 
them loyal thanks to personalized messages and visuals or 
even giveaways. 

The gift card enables the adoption of certain behaviors: 
for example, you can offer a gift card for less crowded 
destinations when faced with overtourism, or use it as a 
reward to encourage the use of a mobile application. It is a 
great promotional instrument to encourage certain ac-
tions or the adoption of a new tool. 

For several years, the tourism sector has been facing a 
profound digital transformation. Thanks to the digital 
gift card, tourism professionals can also benefit from this 
trend to be quickly active online. 
The addition of a digital service represents an extra 
contact point for the brand which multiplies channels 
and benefits from the growth of online commerce. 

A powerful promotional tool 

A stronger foothold in digital

Unique and 
personalized 
experience 

Customer loyalty

Lasting bond

Encourage a 
behavior 

Encourage 
adoption 

Digital 
transformation

Multiplying 
channels



Uses of the gift card 
in the tourism industry
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A new means of payment 

The gift card is also a means of payment. The joint gift 
option allows several people to pay online and then 
convert the money gathered into a gift card. The card can 
also be registered on a mobile wallet by the recipient in 
order to enhance his shopping experience. 

Brands are given the opportunity to align their strategies 
with current trends in the tourism industry. The gift card 
can, for example, encourage sustainable tourism rather 
than mass tourism, promote local destinations or even 
attract the new generation of nomad workers. 

The gift card is also a way to enhance your international 
position, especially thanks to its digital version. It enables 
brands to sell gift cards that are valid on their 
international network and enables tourists to use their gift 
cards in foreign countries (as long as they use the same 
currency). 

Adoption of new trends 

A tool to strike internationally 

Joint gift online

Mobile wallet

Sustainable 
tourism

Local destinations

Remote working 

Foreign sales

Global use 



Gift card
B2B Focus

Leisure, travel and tourism have always been a powerful incentive for 
employees. Works councils are very keen on gift cards from the tourism 
sector, because they know that employees are fond of them. 
And for good reason! It is the perfect gift to encourage employees to 
make the most of their free time and vacations. It’s an opportunity for 
them to choose a hotel that’s a little more upscale than they’re used to, 
or to book a flight to a destination that would have been out of their bud-
get. 

When given as part of an incentive program, the gift card is no longer 
just a product, but the promise of an extraordinary trip, a totally new 
experience. If offered as part of an employee reward, the gift card will 
complement the employees’ vacation budget and therefore lead 
them to increase their average spending.

Many advantages

Reaching new 
customers

Increasing the 
average basket

Offering a 
better 
customer 
experience

Choosing 
more upscale 
services
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Gift card
B2B Focus
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By opening a platform dedicated to selling gift cards to 
businesses

The brand can develop this platform in-house, which is a costly solution 
in terms of time and resources, but which ensures total control over the 
program. 
Or the brand can use a specialized service provider that can quickly set 
up a turnkey solution adapted to its needs. Working with a third party 
creates dependency, but it ensures expertise, greater security and access 
to the latest features.

How to reach the B2B Market?

By contacting distributors specialized in the reward and incentive 
sector

The brand can choose to deal directly with these platforms, which requires 
a lot of organization and technical development, or it can decide to work 
with an aggregator, which is a service provider that is already connected to 
distributors and can easily manage the relationship between them and the 
brand.
It is essential for the brand to have a clear commercial strategy if it decides 
to appear on these platforms: it must think about the discounts it wants 
to give and the partners it wants to be affiliated with. It is crucial to choose 
partners who will be perfectly transparent about the way the brand’s gift 
card will be sold. 



Travel players 
have their own gift card 
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A gift card service for individuals

Air France is a French airline company and a major 
player in the global air industry. 

Air France created a real value-added gift card service. 
Indeed, the brand offers a dematerialized gift card to its 
travelling customers. It is possible to send the card to 
the recipient by email within 48h. 

The addition of the online joint gift enables friends or 
family members to offer together a gift card to a single 
recipient.

https://paperplane.airfrance.com/fr
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A complete gift card program 

Logis Hotel is a network of French and European hotels 
and restaurants sharing the same values of discovery 
and authenticity. 

Logis Hotel went further and created a real gift card 
program. This digital gift card service allows the buyer to 
completely personalize the card before sending it to the 
recipient. The email with the gift card can be sent 
immediately or can be programmed.

The online joint gift option is available, and a program 
dedicated to professionals is also offered. That way, 
companies can order gift cards in bulk to distribute them to 
their employees. This allows Logis to open this service to its 
B2B customers. 

https://cartecadeau.logishotels.com/b2b
https://cartecadeau.logishotels.com/
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A program beyond borders

Verychic – part of the Accor group – is an online travel 
agency offering private sales on high-end travel.

Verychic also offers a digital and personalized gift card 
service, with an online joint gift option.

In order to maximize the visibility of its gift card program, Ve-
rychic has created a network of third-party distributors to 
resell its card. This enables Verychic to go beyond its borders 
and reach a wider audience, especially professionals, by 
integrating incentive programs.

https://fr.gift.verychic.com/
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A recovery operation

The Prince Edward Island Hotels and Resorts in 
Canada have decided to work together to create a 
unique operation to boost post-Covid tourism.

During a two-month operation, the island’s hotels decided to 
offer a gift card from Canada’s Food Island, gourmet tourism 
specialist, to all travelers staying more than two consecutive 
nights in one of the hotels. This $100 gift card was received at 
check-in.

The gift card as a reward has encouraged travelers to extend 
their stay on the one hand, and to participate in the local 
economy on the other hand by going through a third party, 
while enhancing the hotels’ brand image.

Prince Edward Island 
hotels



Tips on how to set up 
a gift card program

International
The structure of the solution depends on 
your organization

Omnichannel
A physical and digital gift card service 
will meet customer expectations

The structure and features of your solution will not be 
the same depending on the organization of your 
international activity. For example, if you have 
independent teams in each country, you will have to 
create an instance per country, and a card valid only at 
the national level. However, if you have a global team, 
you will be able to create an international department, 
with a card valid in a wider geographical area. It will also 
be essential to consider the management of languages 
and currencies. 

Digital or physical gift card? Today, it is better to have 
an omnichannel experience. That means offering the 
option of a physical and digital gift card which can be 
ordered online or bought in-store. And most 
importantly, physical gift cards should be convertible 
into digital ones. For example, a cardholder may want to 
save his card on his phone because it is more 
convenient.

Creation of instances

Managing currencies

Managing languages

Purchase on every channel

Physical cards can be 
registered on an e-wallet 
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Tips on how to set up 
a gift card program
Security
An anti-fraud system is 
necessary for an efficient 
service

Convenience
An optimal service with 
convenient features

Coordination
Coordinate the different 

teams for a transversal gift 
card project

The most important point in any type 
of gift card program is security. The gift 
card is a means of payment and money 
circulates through it. It’s very tempting 
for scammers, especially online. While 
thinking about the structure of the ser-
vice, it is also necessary to analyze the risk 
areas, the control elements and to use a 
security algorithm, ideally in machine 
learning mode.

Anti-fraud algorithm

Machine learning

Control points

Flows management between 

departments
The implementation of a gift card and the 
proper management of this service 
require the involvement of different 
teams: marketing, customer success, 
technical, financial, accounting, etc. To 
ensure the success of the project and the 
management of the flows generated by 
this service, each department must work 
in a coordinated manner.

A gift card service, like any other service, 
especially in tourism, needs to be 
convenient. The development of practical 
features can encourage the adoption of 
the service (for example: the joint gift 
option to offer a gift card in group, the 
possibility to save the gift card on the 
e-wallet, or to offer flexible amounts…). 

Joint gift

Downloadable on the e-wallet
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Tips on how to set up 
a gift card program

Customer experience
An end-to-end customer experience to 
offer a gift before the card

Implementation
A thoughtful implementation to gain 
visibility 

In “gift card”, the word «gift» emphasizes the
 importance of the customer experience. The buyer 
wants to be able to deliver a real gift to the recipient. He 
expects a flawless experience from start to finish and 
small gestures in the choice of personalization (image, 
photo, video, gif, etc.) or in the delivery of the card (an 
animated email for an e-card or a mail tracking for a 
physical card). The addition of experiential features over 
time is critical. It is therefore necessary to have a flexible 
solution, ready to accommodate changes.

Consideration should be given on how to implement the 
service on the website and in physical stores. On the 
website, it is generally recommended to add the gift 
card in the header menu under the heading “gifts”, or/
and in the footer in the list of services. Regarding the 
physical store, putting up a communication sign 
detailing the procedure, or a sales assistant systemati-
cally offering the gift card, will make it as visible as 
possible.

Experiential features

Card delivery 

Website header 

Communication at physical 
POS 
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Tips on how to set up 
a gift card program

Program
Think gift card program rather 
than service

Strategy 
Include the gift card in your 
strategies

Communication
Smart communication 

campaigns

It is better to think of a gift card program 
rather than a gift card service. In order to 
have a competitive and revenue-genera-
ting gift card, you need to deploy a flexible 
solution. Having a long-term vision on 
the development stages of a real gift card 
program will allow you to open to other 
markets such as the B2B one, which is 
becoming more and more important.

Long-term vision

Flexible solution

B2B market

Communication plan according 

to key periods
For a successful launch and adoption 
of this service, a communication plan is 
essential, especially in advance of high 
traffic periods. For the tourism industry, 
gift cards could be highlighted at the 
beginning of the year, before the summer 
holidays. 

Offering gift cards as a service to 
individual customers is already a big step, 
but if you want to go further, it is 
interesting to implement the card in the 
customer acquisition and loyalty strate-
gies. This means that the backoffice of the 
solution will have to be adapted so that 
marketing and customer success teams 
can create free gift card campaigns qui-
ckly and easily.

An ergonomic backoffice 

Suitable features
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The booming
gift card market

€6 billion
transaction

value

+7.5% 
growth

€56

Average value of a 
gift card:

59% of French people 
want a gift card

26% of young people 
prefer an e-gift card

€33 billion
transaction

value
+15% 

growth

1

2

3

United Kingdom

Germany

France

35% of sales are 
made through B2B+23% growth in 

e-gift card adoption 
by 2025, 2.5 times 
the overall market Europe

1/3
Asia
1/3

US
1/3

Source : BuyBox, PayNXT360 report, 
Primary research, GiftNow/Incisiv

An average of 2.6 gift 
cards purchased per 
person per year
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Gift card
revenue

The gift card 
represents 5 to 
7% of revenue

Cash advance : on average, gift cards are used 50 days later
7% of gift cards are 

not used

+1/3 of cardholders 
spend 40% more 
than the amount on 
the card

Spending in the top 

product category

Source : BuyBox, PayNXT360 report, 
Primary research, GiftNow/Incisiv BuyBox ©
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The gift card 
to revive tourism?  

About us

Having a complete gift card program will provide tourism 
stakeholders with an additional tool to penetrate markets (B2C and 
B2B), create new customer acquisition and loyalty strategies, and 
enrich their range of services. Properly deployed and used, the
digital or physical gift card will bring a new point of contact with 
consumers looking for gifts and during the holiday seasons that 
punctuate the year.

More information on https://www.buybox.net/en

BuyBox offers omnichannel gift card solutions in SaaS 
mode, dedicated to major brands and retailers.
After years of research and development, we have created 
a Plug and Play solution for the global management of gift 
card programs: B2C, B2B, incentive, loyalty program, and 
distribution.
More than 80 brands and 5000 points of sale use BuyBox 
every day worldwide.

We already work with
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https://www.buybox.net/en/buybox-omnichannel-egift-card-solution/
https://www.buybox.net 
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